
CONVERTING YOUR I_-{OME INTO A GREEN HAVEN

A sparkling new kitchen or bathroom can give an otherwise tired
home a new lease on life, but our desire for continued 'home
improvement' is having a negative environmental impact.
The way we build, renovate, decorate, maintain and furnish our
homes can also increase the level of pollutants indoors and can
lead to short and long-term health problems.
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ln mOSt CaSeS, renovating an existing

building is far environmentally superior

to d.emolishing and building from scratch'

Modern design and technology now a11ows

for greener and safer renovating than ever

before, with a 1itt1e know how, your home

m^y not only look better but may also be

more comfortable for your family and better

for the earth.

There are numerous elements to sustainable

design, so the key is choosing an architect

and builder who have expert knowledge in

environmentally sustainable homes. Even if
you are merely 'freshening up'your home there

are anumber of important considerations'

On aver age,39 percent of energy consumed

in Australian homes is through space

heating and cooling, but using passive solar

design can dramatically reduce this figure'

In simple terms, passive-solar design is

about keeping the summer sun out and

letting winter sun in.

The Greenhouse Technical manual,

www. greenhouse. gov. aulyourhome, released

by the Australian Government describes

solar passive design as incorporating:
. Northerly orientation of

daytime living areas

' Appropriate are^s of glass on

northern facades
. Passive shading of glass

. Thermal mass for storing heat

. Insulation and draught sealing

. Floor plan zontogbased on

heating needs
. Advan ced glazing solutions
. Choosing materials wiselY

Embodied Energy describes the total energy

that goes into making an item, from its raw

materials to the finished product. Choosing

products with lower embodied energy is

a good place to start, but you must also

consider the operational energy and end of

lifecycle costs. That is, how does your choice

of material affect the need for other forms

of energy use during its lifetime and what

happens ar rhe end of its life; can the material

be-recycled? Looking for local products is also

an environmen tally positive option'
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According to the Greenhouse Technical

Manual:'Australians generate approximately

one tonne of waste per person, per year,

which goes to landfi11. Up to 40 percent of

this is building waste." The 'reduce, reuse,

recycle' framework can be used to limit
waste during the building process; ensuring

that we only build what we need to hve

comfor tab\y. Focusing on exceptional design

rather than grand stze wiil also make a

positive imPact.
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Choosing to reuse existing materials will
prevenr these items from going to landfill, in
turn reducing greenhouse gas emissions from
landfill sites and minimising roxic chemicals
leaching into waterways and causing
damage. Building marerials now able to be
recycled include steel, aluminiuffi, gypsum
plasterboard, carpet and even concrete.

Contact your local council or regional
waste authority to see exactly what can
be recycled in your area. Ensure you have
contracted your builder to adopt a waste
minimisation approach.
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When designing your home, consider the
position of your backyard. Lors of sunlight
is conducive to a great vegetable patch
and 'growing your own, remains one of
the most environmentally positive steps a
family can take.

Vegetation can also reduce glare and
reflected heat. The design srage is also the
perfect time to consider water saving devices
such as rain tanks and grey-water systems.

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) , are
emitted compounds that vapourise at room
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temperature and can contaminate indoor
air. Paint strippers, pesticides,, carpet,
furniture and building products can all
be sources of VOCs. Common VOCs in
the home, such as formaldehyde (found in
furniture and building glues and varnishes)
and benzene (released from paints), have
been listed as carcinogens.

In addition to high-level exposure during
application, these pollutants continue to
release gas for many months and can be
exceptionally harmful. Fortunately, the
majority of these products now come in eco-
friendly, non-toxic varieties.

conventional synthetic paints contain a vast
array of toxic synthetic chemicals, most of
which are derived from petroleum. Toluene,
benzene, formaldehyde and isocyanates
are all commonly found in paint. Less toxic
alternatives are plant-based paints, which
are nor only a safer option but tend to offer
better coverage.

Our homes will always be our havens, but
they needn't be environmen tally damaging
to be stylish, comfortable and user friendlv.

Gina Cacho (BSc) is the Director of
CleanLife, an eco-ganic consultancy,
Sign up for free weekly email tips on all
things eco-friendly, organic and natural at
www.cleanlife.com.au. Make one change
a week and make a difference,
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All products are non-toxic and made from
renewable materials. Available from the planet Ark
Shop, Fremantle, www.livos.com.au
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